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Abstract—The impact of disruptions may result in reduced
capacities at airports, forcing airlines to revise schedules and
delay flights. However, due to myriad factors (e.g., passengers who
may miss their connections, remaining flights to be performed
by an aircraft, high-valued passengers with elite statuses), a
delayed flight may be more or less costly to an airline, even
when compared to another similarly delayed flight. Currently,
identifying optimal slot swaps between airlines requires sharing
the airline-specific delay cost of each flight. However, this is not
amenable as sharing these private delay costs could reveal sensi-
tive business practices. We propose the use of a procedure called
the Delay Ledger (DELED) which enables airlines to identify a
set of beneficial slot swaps across a network of airports which
guarantees improvements in terms of private delay costs while
ensuring that no private flight-specific valuations are shared.
DELED is guaranteed to lower airline delay costs, incentivizes
truthful airline participation, and supports flexible airline privacy
preferences. We evaluate DELED across 30 days with 8 major US
airlines, resulting in average reductions in private delay costs of
8-22% per day compared to current approaches.

Keywords: Traffic flow management; Airport ground holding;
Flight delays; Airline disruption management

I. INTRODUCTION

Poor weather often leads to a decrease in the number of air-
craft arrivals and departures that can be safely accommodated
at an airport. As a consequence, airlines operating at affected
airports are unable to execute their desired flight schedules, and
flights incur delays. The appropriate flight delays are identified
by air traffic managers to ensure that the revised schedule
can satisfy reduced arrival and departure capacities. Several
optimization-based approaches have been proposed to identify
the most efficient reassignments of flights (e.g., single and
multi-airport airport ground holding problems [1, 2], air traffic
flow management problem [3]).

From an airline’s perspective, prior to the disruption, the
airline had a set of flights with scheduled arrival and departure
times. Now, in the revised schedule, these flights may have
been delayed. One of the major objectives of an airline during
such disruptions is to minimize the impact of these delays. In
particular, the airline needs to manage several consequences
due to the revised schedule (e.g., crew time-outs, passengers
missing their connections, delays in subsequent legs of the
same aircraft) [4]. Naturally, these negative impacts are a
function of the delay severity (e.g., delay minutes), but are

also not the same for all aircraft [5]. For example, a delayed
flight that has few connecting passengers could be less costly
for an airline than another delayed flight which has a sig-
nificant number of passengers with tight connections. Thus,
the objective of an airline is to minimize the delay costs, i.e.,
the impacts of these delays, rather than the delay itself. To
achieve this goal, airlines often swap flights through a process
called Intra-Airline Substitution [6] to reduce their delay costs.
Fig. 1 shows an example where airlines can use Intra-Airline
Substitution to minimize delay costs.
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Fig. 1. Intra-Airline Substitution and the swaps between airlines that DELED
will enable. Notional per-delay minute flight-specific valuations are given
beneath flight number.

At Atlanta (ATL), Delta Air Lines (DL) has two flights:
DL1 and DL2 with the same scheduled arrival time of 8:00.
DL2 has a higher valuation than DL1. After the first schedule
adjustment, DL1 keeps its 8:00 arrival, whereas DL2 is delayed
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until 8:05. Delta could then swap these flights so that the less
valuable DL1 incurs the 5-minute delay, rather than DL2. At
Los Angeles (LAX), Delta swaps DL3 and DL4 to reduce
costs. Intra-airline substitution allows airlines to reduce their
delay costs, and is widely adopted in practice [7]. However,
we hypothesize that the slot swapping benefits could be much
higher if airlines could swap slots with each other. In Fig.
1, after intra-airline swapping, Delta and United (UA) could
reduce their costs by swapping with each other: UA1 could
move to DL1’s slot at LAX, and DL4 could move to UA2’s
slot at ATL. Note that the total delay of each airline remains
unchanged, but the delay costs of each airline have decreased.

One approach to implement these swaps is for a third-party
central entity to solve a centralized optimization problem using
each airline’s internal, private delay costs [8, 9]. However,
airlines may be wary of sharing the exact delay costs of
their flights to a central entity, as it may reveal sensitive
business practices. Another approach would be for airlines to
propose candidate slot swaps to each other. If a proposal is
beneficial to both airlines, then they could agree to such a
swap without revealing any private information. However, a
systematic process for airlines to propose acceptable swaps —
without explicitly knowing the internal delay costs of the other
airlines’ flights — remains unknown. In fact, a naive approach
may require a combinatorially large number of proposals to be
evaluated, leading to computational tractability concerns. Thus,
the fundamental challenge in slot swaps among airlines is to
identify swaps that are feasible to all airlines involved without
explicitly using flight-specific private delay costs.

A. Our approach: DELED

We propose a new slot swapping procedure, DELED, based
on a Delay Ledger that is able to overcome aforementioned
limitations. DELED enables a large number of slot swaps
among airlines, and by design incentivizes truthful partici-
pation while ensuring privacy in flight-specific delay costs.
DELED centers on three key ideas:

• Slot swaps between airlines can occur across different
airports (as shown in Fig. 1). Since disruptions occur
on a day-by-day, week-by-week basis, slot swaps could
also occur across scheduling rounds. Thus, an airline may
accept incurring slightly more delay in this round, in
exchange for advantageous slot swaps in future rounds.
We can leverage this flexibility to unlock more slot swap
opportunities that reduce delay costs even when complete
information on delay costs are not revealed. We use a
Delay Ledger to track the cumulative additional delay
incurred by each airline; this value could be negative for
airlines that benefited from advantageous swaps.

• In every round, one airline is assigned by the Delay
Ledger to coordinate slot allocations for all airlines. By
doing so, the coordinating airline can use all of its own

private information to identify slot swaps that minimize
its delay impact. The Delay Ledger ensures that the
coordinator role is appropriately passed around.

• DELED constrains the coordinating airline’s actions such
that non-coordinating participating airlines do not suffer
an increase in delay costs. Participating airlines share a
coarse version of flight delay costs with the coordinating
airline by designating some flights as high-priority (i.e.,
can only be moved earlier) and others as more flexible
(could be delayed further).

B. Our contributions

The main contribution of our work is the design of DELED,
a Delay Ledger-based procedure to enable slot swaps among
airlines. DELED has several desirable properties:

• Individual rationality, meaning that every airline is guar-
anteed to do no worse in terms of private delay costs;

• Privacy preserving by enabling airlines to share only a
coarse version of flight-specific delay costs.

Our experiment with historical airline data combining tradi-
tional Intra-Airline Substitutions with DELED shows signifi-
cant benefits for all airlines, with average reductions in private
delay costs of 8.3-22.3% per round. Thus, our work suggests
that it may be possible to enact mutually beneficial slot swaps
among airlines without compromising privacy.

II. RELATED WORKS

Inter-airline slot exchanges have been modeled before with
at-most, at-least (AMAL) trades [10, 11]. With an AMAL
offer, airlines indicate willingness to move flight f1 to a time
period no later than t1, as long as flight f2 is moved to a
time period no later than t2. Slot credit substitution (SCS)
has been adopted in practice with Ground Delay Programs
(GDPs) [12]. Under SCS, airlines offer to relinquish a slot
(by canceling a flight) in exchange for obtaining a desired
replacement slot. In contrast to both AMAL trades and SCS,
we do not require airlines to propose trades but instead allow
them to assign a privatized priority level to flights. We also
track the delay impacts to each airline across arbitrarily long
time frames with the delay ledger and leverage that information
within our mechanism.

Perspectives that closely align with our ledger-based mech-
anism include (i) delay credit models, where airlines pay or
are compensated based on delay decreases or increases, respec-
tively [13, 14], (ii) modeling delays as “goods” that airlines can
buy from a central coordinator (e.g., the FAA) on a per-flight
basis [15], and (iii) an iterative airspace pricing and allocation
scheme [16]. We examine day-of-operation adjustments, and
do not require airlines to share private information to a central
entity. We also consider scheduling benefits across rounds.

Our model also shares some similarities to the User Driven
Prioritization Process (UDPP) concept proposed as a part
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of SESAR [5]. UDPP involves individual airlines assigning
a priority value to a subset of flights (Fleet Delay Appor-
tionment/Fleet Delay Reordering) and protects high-priority
flights (via the selective flight protection feature) by finding
opportunities to assign additional delays to low-priority flights.
Pre-operational trials with airlines have shown positive results
[17]. Our work is distinct from UDPP, as we consider the
multi-airline setting case where coarse flight priorities are used
to enable privacy-preserving slot swaps among airlines.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Problem setup and assumptions

Consider a network of airports served by flights from several
airlines. We assume that each airline’s original schedule (or
nominal schedule) is public, as in reality, such schedules
are regularly shared as part of the collaborative decision-
making process [18], or through sources such as OAG [19].
Reductions in airport capacity can cause flights to be delayed.
Since our work focuses on the design of DELED and its
deployment on a realistic set of airline schedules, we assume
that airport capacities are deterministic, and known for the
entire round. For future work, we could remove this assump-
tion in a straightforward manner, e.g., by partitioning each
round into sub-time intervals then using a rolling horizon
implementation of DELED, or by using chance-constrained
optimization approaches [20]. We assume that revised slots
and associated delays are assigned by a centralized multi-
airport ground holding problem (MAGHP) [2]; we call this
the Baseline Solution. We note that other commonly-used
baselines include first-come-first serve and ration-by-schedule
procedures [13, 16].

When flights are delayed, we can use the original schedule
to calculate the public schedule delays of each airline. We
assume that each airline has a different valuation for each of
its individual flights, i.e., one minute of delay on a flight can
be more costly than one minute of delay on another flight. In
addition to the reasons for a high valuation discussed in Section
I, another key example is that when a flight is delayed, it can
propagate that delay to connecting flights operated by the same
aircraft (i.e., late-arriving aircraft delay). Thus, an airline may
put a high valuation on Flight A flown by an aircraft that is
scheduled to immediately turn around and operate as Flight
B. We refer to Flight B as a connecting flight of Flight A.
We assume that airlines know and publicly share the sequence
of flights that each aircraft will operate; this assumption is
standard given information-sharing standards to enable, e.g.,
collaborative decision-making [18]. We do not consider aircraft
reassignment by airlines, which could alter connecting flights.
For future work, we could incorporate aircraft reassignments
in a rolling horizon, giving airlines more flexibility mid-round.

Since flight valuations are directly related to potentially
sensitive business practices, we assume that individual flight

valuations are private to the airlines and thus will not be shared.
However, we assume that airlines could share flight priorities,
which are coarse versions of individual flight valuations, as
long as they were guaranteed to benefit from it. Thus, the
metric we focus on is private delay costs, i.e., the sum of public
schedule delays scaled by the private valuation for each flight.
We assume that airlines want to minimize their private delay
costs; thus, after airlines receive their new set of slots from the
Baseline Solution, they perform an intra-airline swap to reduce
their delay costs (as shown in Fig. 1). We call the modified
schedule after all airlines perform Intra-Airline Substitution an
Intra-Airline Solution.

B. DELED overview

To further reduce private delay costs, airlines could engage
in a collaborative process where slots are traded. DELED
presents a fundamentally different approach to collaborative
airline disruption management, wherein airlines can reduce
their private delay costs relative to the DELED Input Solution,
which we assume to be the Intra-Airline Solution. Fig. 2
outlines the overall process. After the Input Solution is de-
termined, DELED assigns a coordinating airline (coordinator)
to perform schedule adjustments on behalf of itself and other
participating airlines (participants). The coordinator keeps its
role for an entire round, which is a time interval of reasonable
length, e.g., from a few hours to an entire day. Within a
round, the coordinator can adjust participants’ schedules as
well as its own for disruption management and schedule
recovery. Participants provide flight priorities which ensure
the coordinator does not increase their private delay costs.
Coordinators can use their own private delay costs to inform
schedule adjustments.

We note that DELED schedule adjustments may come at the
cost of public delay debt owed to some participants, which is
recorded in a cumulative delay ledger. The delay ledger tracks
the change in public schedule delay for each airline relative to
its delay in the input schedule, cumulative across all rounds.
To account for differences in airline size, the delay ledger
tracks average delays. After each round, the coordinator role
is reassigned to the airline with the highest delay ledger value,
i.e., the airline that experienced the largest cumulative average
increase in public delay relative to input schedules. The delay
ledger distributes the coordinator role, ensuring overall balance
across airlines and across time: An airline that has been a
participant for multiple rounds and has accumulated excess
delay debts will eventually be assigned the coordinator role.
Critically, this delay ledger enables the cooperative trading
of slots between airlines across multiple rounds and across
multiple resources in a network of airports.

In each round, the coordinator receives a reduction in its
private delay costs relative to the Input Solution. However,
DELED also ensures that the private delay costs of participants
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do not increase relative to the input. That is, by participating
in DELED, participants will never be worse off in terms
of private delay costs. DELED guarantees this by enabling
participants to share a coarse version of their private valuations
with the coordinator. We refer to flight priorities as a coarse
version of private valuations because it maps the actual private
valuations of a flight into broad priorities: high, medium, or
low. DELED constrains the coordinator such that it cannot
increase the private delay costs of participants, even though
it can increase the public schedule delays of participants,
subject to a maximum-allowable increase. Note that airlines
could decide to not participate in DELED, in which case
their schedule would be left untouched by DELED. However,
we expect that airlines will want to participate, given the
possibility that their private delay cost will decrease. In the
next subsection, we discuss the technical details of how this
constraint and other DELED features are implemented.

C. DELED model details

Recall from above that broadly, DELED consists of a coor-
dination step (assignment of coordinator and participant roles,
and coordinator-mediated schedule adjustments constrained by
participants’ submitted flight priorities) followed by a delay
ledger update step. We now detail the formulation of the linear
program that the coordinator runs, as well as the specifications
unique to DELED which ensure that flight priorities of the
participants are taken into account.

1) Variables and objective: We first utilize several con-
straints from the MAGHP: airport departure and arrival ca-
pacities, minimum flight times, minimum connection times
between flights operated by the same aircraft, and feasible
departure and arrival times [2]. For our case study, we describe
in Section V how these constraints are populated by relevant
data. The set of all flights is denoted as F . The set Fc contains
all flights that belong to the coordinating airline. P is the
set of all participants in a round. For every round, the set
Fp contains the flights belonging to the participating airline
p ∈ P . The coordinator knows its own flight valuations vf ,
but does not know the flight valuations of participants. Instead,
the coordinator knows the priority of participants’ flights. Fp,h,
Fp,m, Fp,l contain high, medium, and low priority flights of
p, respectively. Flights in Fp,h have vf ≥ b, flights in Fp,m

have a < vf < b, and flights in Fp,l have 0 ≤ vf ≤ a. The
coordinator also knows several public delay values from the
Input Solution: Total delay Dtotal, participant delay Dp, and
individual flight delay Df .

For each round, the coordinator solves an optimization
problem to assign a new delay df to each flight, subject
to several constraints. The objective of the coordinator is to
minimize its own private delay costs, as shown in (1). The
objective does not contain any terms for the participants; the
priorities of the participants are addressed in the constraints.

min
∑
f∈Fc

vfdf (1)

subject to∑
f∈F

df ≤ Dtotal (2)∑
f∈Fp

df ≤ cincrDp ∀p ∈ P (3)

df ≤ Df ∀f ∈ Fp,h ∪ Fp,m ∀p ∈ P (4)

b
∑

f∈Fp,h

(Df − df ) + a
∑

f∈Fp,m

(Df − df ) ≥

a
∑

f∈Fp,l

max (df −Df , 0) ∀p ∈ P (5)

2) Constraints: Constraint (2) stipulates that the total delay
in the resulting DELED Solution must not exceed the total
delay of the Input Solution. This is to avoid under-utilizing
system capacity (e.g., runway slots). Constraint (3) ensures that
the total public delay assigned to each participant is no more
than some constant (cincr) times the participant’s total delay in
the Input Solution; this is to upper bound the amount of excess
public schedule delay penalties that the coordinator can levy
on a participant. Note that in order for Constraint (2) to hold,
if the coordinator increases public delay for one participant, it
must reduce that amount of public delay elsewhere. Constraint
(4) requires that high and medium-priority flights can only shift
earlier in the schedule, not later. There is no such requirement
for low priority flights, i.e., they can move earlier or later.
Critically, Constraint (5) ensures that each participant does
not experience an increase in private delay cost. The left-hand
side of Constraint (5) records the minimum decrease in private
delay costs, given that high priority flights have vf ≥ b and
medium priority flights have vf ≥ a. The right-hand side
of Constraint (5) records the maximum increase in private
delay costs stemming from moving low priority flights later
in the schedule, as low priority flights have vf ≤ a. Note
that this constraint is structured such that participants will not
experience an increase in private delay cost. Constraint (5)
can be easily modified to accommodate airlines submitting
different prioritizations (e.g., more priority levels or different
ranges for each priority).

We emphasize that the coordinator can optimize (1) subject
to (2)-(5) using their true private delay costs vf , f ∈ Fc; thus,
the coordinator will likely see a large reduction in private delay
costs. In return for submitting flight priorities, participants are
guaranteed that high and medium priority flights will not be
delayed further, and their private delay costs will not increase.
The delay ledger ensures that the most cumulatively penalized
participant in terms of public schedule delay will be assigned
the coordinator role in the subsequent round.
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IV. INTEGRATING DELED WITH INTRA-AIRLINE SUB-
STITUTION

In this section, we detail how DELED fits in with exist-
ing intra-airline schedule adjustment procedures. Recall from
Section III-B that we assume that the input to DELED is the
Intra-Airline Solution after a baseline MAGHP is run. It is
possible to skip this first intra-airline step and directly input
the Baseline Solution into DELED. However, the Baseline
Solution typically has much higher private delay costs than the
Intra-Airline Solution. Thus, participants will generally receive
lower private delay costs from DELED when the Intra-Airline
Solution—not the Baseline Solution—is used as the input. This
is because DELED guarantees that participants will not see an
increase in private delay costs relative to the input. Hence, a
Intra-Airline Substitution step should be done before DELED.

We have motivated the utility of inputting the Intra-Airline
Solution into DELED. After the DELED Solution, we assume
that airlines will want to further reduce private delay costs
by performing another round of intra-airline substitutions.
Because participants shared flight priorities with the coordi-
nator, many of their high priority flights could have been
moved earlier; this final intra-airline step allows airlines to
perform refinements to the schedule using their internal private
valuations. For example, airlines can swap two high priority
flights with different valuations. After all airlines resubmit their
adjusted schedules, these schedules are aggregated into the
final, public schedule to be executed in this round. Recall that
the delay ledger is updated by comparing the DELED Solution
to the Input Solution; thus, the final intra-airline step does not
affect the delay ledger.

V. DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To evaluate the performance of DELED, we first require
flight schedules and airport capacities to generate the Input

Solution. We start with the Bureau of Transportation Statistics’
(BTS) Marketing Carrier On-Time Performance database for
May 2019, which includes flight-level information on origin,
destination, airline, aircraft tail number, along with scheduled
and actual departure and arrival times [21]. We include flights
that depart from or arrive at one of the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) Core 30 airports and omit flights between
non-Core 30 airports. We also omit flights from two airlines
that had a small market share in the FAA Core 30: Allegiant
Air (less than 0.3% of flights) and Hawaiian Airlines (less than
1.1%). We select flights that depart or arrive within 06:00 and
16:00 in Eastern Time (UTC-5:00). Each round spans this time
period, and we use one round per day, for each day in May
2019. After this filtering, the input consists of 4,515 flights on
average per round. Note that the choice of the time period is
arbitrary and would likely be strategically chosen.

For each flight, we use the computerized reservation systems
(CRS) times as the scheduled departure and arrival times. We
discretize time into 15-minute bins to simplify airport capacity
constraints. When adjusting schedules, we also need to know
the earliest and latest feasible departure and arrival times. We
estimate the earliest departure time as the maximum of (i)
the scheduled departure time or (ii) the actual departure time
minus transferable delays. We consider “National Aviation
System (NAS)” and “Late-arriving aircraft” (airlines report the
cause of delays to BTS) as transferable delays. We assume that
transferable delays are preventable with schedule adjustments.
For example, NAS delays could be reduced by swapping
flights, and late-arriving aircraft delays could be mitigated if
the delay of the preceding flight was reduced. This requires
knowledge of connecting flights, which we identify by using
the aircraft tail number of each flight. Each pair of connecting
flights has a minimum-required connecting time, which we
estimate as the actual connecting time minus any transferable
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delay of the succeeding flight. For the latest feasible departure
time, we assume that each flight can be delayed up to 5 hours.
Then, to get the earliest and latest feasible arrival times, we add
the actual travel time to the earliest and latest feasible departure
time, respectively. Our choice for the maximum flight-specific
departure delay of 5 hours is arbitrary; in practice, each airline
could set its own maximum value. Airlines that set very low
maximum delays would essentially be opting out of DELED,
and thus would be unlikely to become coordinator.

Besides estimating the demand for each round, we esti-
mate airport capacities as the actual number of departures
and arrivals per 15-minute period within our filtered set of
flights in the BTS data, at each of the 30 airports. To avoid
underestimating capacity during periods of low demand in the
data, we set a minimum capacity of two flights per 15-minute
period. Note that this estimate of capacities for our subset of
flights do not reflect actual airport capacities, which are strictly
higher since we do not include all flights and airlines.

To demonstrate the reduction of private delay costs via
DELED, each flight must be assigned a private valuation.
Since we clearly do not have access to such airline-internal
data, we assume nothing regarding the private valuations, and
assign a random valuation to each flight drawn from a uniform
distribution between 1 and 9, inclusive. It is straightforward
to substitute these randomly-generated valuations with actual
valuations, e.g., dollar amounts per delay minutes per flight.
To convert these valuations v to priorities, we set a = 3 and
b = 7, such that high-priority flights have v ∈ [7, 9]; medium
priority flights have v ∈ [4, 6]; and low priority flights have
v ∈ [1, 3]. Finally, we set cincr = 1.2 such that the public delay
of an individual airline can increase by up to 20% within each
round, but the total public delay must not increase relative to
the DELED input. Note that priority thresholds a and b need
not be constant for each airline, and could be submitted to
the coordinator as additional information, resulting in airline-
specific versions of constraint (5).

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We evaluate the performance of DELED by computing
private and public delays for the Baseline, Intra-Airline only,
Intra-DELED-Intra, and Minimum Private Cost Solution. The
Minimum Private Cost Solution is the hypothetical best-case
performance if all airlines shared exact private flight valuations
in a centralized MAGHP. The top-half of Figure 3 compares
the performance of the models in terms of total public delay,
calculated relative to the original schedule. As expected, the
Minimum Public Delay Solution has the lowest total public
delay. The Intra-Airline Solution has higher public delay than
the Minimum Public Delay Solution. This is because when
airlines perform Intra-Airline Substitution, it may increase
delays for a low priority flight with subsequent flights operated
by the same aircraft, so that a high priority flight can be

moved earlier. Because of the higher valuation for the high
priority flight, even though public delays have increased, the
airline’s private delay costs have decreased. The Intra-DELED-
Intra Solution has slightly higher public delays than the Intra-
Airline Solution; recall that DELED does not increase public
delay relative to its input, so this increase is due to the
final Intra-Airline swapping step in Intra-DELED-Intra. The
Minimum Private Cost Solution has the highest public delay,
as it optimizes for private delay cost, rather than public delay.

The bottom-half of Fig. 3 shows private delay costs. The
trends across the models are opposite of the trends for public
delay: The Minimum Private Cost Solution naturally has the
lowest private delay cost, while the Minimum Public Delay
Solution has the highest. The Intra-Airline Solution results in a
24.2% reduction in private delay cost on average, representing
what airlines can achieve on their own through internal swaps
only. However, the Intra-DELED-Intra Solution yields an ad-
ditional 12.2% reduction in private delay costs on average,
demonstrating the benefits of DELED. We also note that the
Minimum Private Cost Solution will never be achieved in
reality, as it requires all airlines to publicly share exact private
flight valuations.

Fig. 3. Public Delay and Private Delay Cost Comparison

While we know that Intra-DELED-Intra performs well on an
aggregate basis, we now evaluate the impacts on coordinators
and participants. Fig. 4 shows the absolute (top) and percent
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(bottom) change in private delay cost relative to the input to
DELED (Intra-Airline Solution). Private delay cost changes for
the coordinator in each round is color-coded by airline and
shown with a filled circle, while private delay cost changes
for participants are given by boxplots for each round. We
first note that across the 30 rounds (recalling that for this
experiment, each round is an operational day), every airline
was assigned coordinator at least once. Across all rounds,
coordinators always see significant reductions in private delay
costs. Additionally, participants generally receive a reduction
in private delay costs as well, and at worst experience no
change in private delay cost. In absolute terms, the larger
airlines (e.g., American, United, and Delta) see a greater
reduction in private delay cost. Some smaller airlines such as
Spirit and Frontier have modest reductions in private delay cost
in absolute terms, but receive much larger percent reductions.

While the coordinator cannot increase the total public delay
relative to the Input Solution, the coordinator can increase the
public delay of participants. In addition, the final intra-airline
swapping step can modestly increase public delays. In total,
the increase in public delay is relatively small, with Southwest
incurring the largest average increase of 1.1% (see first row
of Table I). Some airlines see a reduction in public delay by
minimizing connecting delays when they are assigned to be
the coordinator. Every airline receives an overall reduction
in average private delay cost; this reduction is significantly
larger than any increase in public delay. As an example,
American Airlines held the coordinator role once, received a
8.3% reduction in private delay cost on average in exchange for
an average increase of 0.6% in public delay. All other airlines
have even greater benefits under Intra-DELED-Intra.

Finally, we emphasize that most of the private delay cost
reductions comes from DELED, rather than the final intra-
airline swap. For example, on average, Delta received a 12%
reduction in private delay cost from DELED and a 1.8%
reduction from intra-airline swapping. The last two rows of
Table I show the change in private delay cost when airlines
are participants or coordinators. For each airline, the reduction
in private delay cost is higher when they are coordinator, but
each airline still receives a reduction in private delay cost when
they are a participant.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

When faced with airspace resource and capacity constraints,
airlines simultaneously compete against and cooperate with
each other to operate their respective schedules. We propose
DELED, a procedure that enables airlines to jointly optimize
schedules across a network of airports. DELED guarantees
improvements in terms of private delay costs (i.e., the impact
of delays experienced by an airline given different internal,
private valuations of each flight), while ensuring that no private
flight-specific valuations are shared. Additional schedule delay

penalties are minimal in comparison to private delay cost
improvements. The key features of DELED are (i) the use of
a delay ledger to keep track of additional delay penalties and
to iteratively compensate airlines via the coordinator role, and
(ii) the ability for airlines to share only coarse, aggregate flight
priorities in lieu of sensitive, private flight-specific valuations.
We evaluate DELED through a 30-day case study across 30
airports involving 8 major US airlines, with average reductions
in private delay costs ranging from 8.3% to 22.3% per round,
and with average schedule delay increases of less than 1.1%.

In terms of future work, we can explore relaxing assump-
tions of deterministic and known airport capacities via a
rolling horizon implementation within a round, along with in-
corporating chance-constrained or scenario-based optimization
techniques. Other directions for future work include taking
into consideration crew assignments, since this will reduce the
set of possible schedule adjustments. We can also experiment
with more realistic flight-specific valuations, mirroring how an
airline might value the impact of delays on a specific flight.
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